
How Employee Advocacy
Boosts Content Marketing



Content is king. That’s what they say, and even if it’s 
a worn out slogan, it’s true. Content is perhaps the 
most crucial aspect of increasing brand awareness 
and building valuable connections with your target 
audience.

Content is no longer in the hands of the 
management, publications or communication 
specialists. Content is in the hands of individual 
professionals, who can find it, post it and influence 
others with it online.



Employee Advocacy relies on individual expertise on social media to support 
companies’ and individuals’ branding needs. All of this is done through 
content, accessible to all those who are part of the Employee Advocacy 
program.

How exactly do Employee Advocacy and content marketing go together?

There are four aspects that make Employee Advocacy highly relevant to 
content marketing efforts.

1. Alignment around a shared content strategy
2. Measuring Results 
3. Boosting contents reach and engagement 
4. Trust and authenticity

Employee Advocacy 
& Content Marketing



An Employee Advocacy program gathers employees around a single, organization-
wide content hub. Apps like Smarp gather all relevant content in one place where 
employees can find, comment on and share it. Through an Employee Advocacy app, 
employees have access to

1. Company-related content they can share to their networks to improve brand 
awareness

2. Third-party content they can share to their networks for insight and boost their 
personal brands

While taking part in sharing content through a shared tool, employees are aligned 
with the overall content and social media strategy.

Employee Advocacy tools connect employees with the purpose and type of content 
they share. Categories and tags make it easy for employees to determine the 
audience of the content, and whether it is intended for all eyes or internally only.

With Smarp, employees can also actively propose content for others to share, 
integrating employees closely into the company’s content marketing efforts. When 
taking part in an Employee Advocacy initiative, employees have a great opportunity to 
start producing content of their own, in addition to sharing company and third-party 
content. Employees can write a blog post for their company’s blog and add it to the 
app, where co-workers can easily share it to their own networks, boosting the writer’s 
personal brand.

Alignment around 
a shared content strategy

According to Altimeter, the number one challenge faced by companies producing 
content in 2016 was to align different teams around a unified content strategy. 70% 
reported this alignment to be one of their top initiatives in 2017*.

* The 2016 State of Digital Content: Content Strategy Goes Beyond the Marketing Department by Omar Akhta



Altimeter reports that the most popular metrics for measuring sources used to create 
relevant content are social media metrics (65%) and website analytics (63%)*.

When content is shared through a single app, employees participate in the company’s 
content marketing efforts in a way that is measurable. In addition to providing 
channel-specific analytics which are naturally built into social channels, an Employee 
Advocacy app gives the big picture of how content is producing results across social 
media. 

Firms that have invested in Employee Advocacy have reported the following concrete 
benefits from the program:

• Increased inbound traffic
• Better search engine rankings
• Increased content downloads
• Decreased marketing costs**

Smarp also provides insight on the Estimated Earned Media Value and Return on 
Investment of the program, allowing marketing to evaluate the program’s content 
marketing profitability as a whole.

Measuring Results

Successful content marketing efforts rely on data. Brands and individuals need 
information on what kind of content their followers are most actively looking at and 
engage with in order to keep pushing the right content out there and to maintain 
audience interest.   

* The 2016 State of Digital Content: Content Strategy Goes Beyond the Marketing Department by Omar Akhta
** Understanding Employee Advocacy on Social Media by Social Media Today and Hinge Marketing
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The potential reach of an Employee Advocacy program can be calculated by 
multiplying the number of employees with the size of their networks. According to 
Smarp’s data, employees have 420 Facebook friends, 400 LinkedIn contacts, and 360 
Twitter followers on average**. 

Companies can identify individuals that have the most reach, and on which channels. 
Employees with the best reach have high potential to get eyes on company content 
and boost brand awareness. The app’s engagement measures go beyond just likes, 
comments, share and retweets. The app also provides insight into the number of 
unique clicks by readers and the average clicks per share. 

Patterns in the best-performing content shared through the app allows to streamline 
the brand’s content production. Individual users can also plan their personal 
content strategies based on topics, publications, and writers that attract plenty of 
engagement.

Boosting Content’s
Reach & Engagement

The top two drivers for Employee Advocacy programs are engagement and reach 
of posts*. Employees have a far more significant reach in total than official brand 
pages on social, says Ed Terpening of Altimeter*. Our own data also supports this; 
employees have the potential to reach more people on their social media channels 
than all of the employer’s social media pages together.

* Social Media Employee Advocacy: Tapping into the power of an engaged workforce by Ed Terpening
** Smarp
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People are naturally more inclined to trust a face than a logo**. Not only does 
Employee Advocacy support branding by individual humans, but humans the 
networks are already familiar with and trust.

Two out of top three most-used sources people use to find news and information are 
peer-influenced media, 2016 Edelman Trust Barometer reports. These two sources 
are online search engines and social networking sites such as Facebook, LinkedIn, 
Instagram and Twitter etc***. Employee Advocacy tools allow employees to post 
content on channels that extend beyond the channels used by the employer. These 
solutions include different sets of channels they can integrate with. 

With Employee Advocacy tools, messages can be tailored with comments and 
hashtags. Ambassadors can either make use of messages suggested by admins, or 
adjust them to their own taste.

Trust results in improved employer branding. 41% of consumers that trust a company 
will share positive opinions of that company online***.

Trust & Authenticity

Content’s benefits go beyond the traditional marketing metrics. In addition to 
driving brand awareness, content can boost transparency, loyalty and a sense of 
community*. Employee Advocacy helps deliver content to audiences in channels they 
use, in a language they speak and by individuals they know.

* The 2016 State of Digital Content: Content Strategy Goes Beyond the Marketing Department by Omar Akhta
** Understanding Employee Advocacy on Social Media by Social Media Today and Hinge Marketing
*** 2016 Edelman Trust Barometer — Global Results
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The role of social media will only increase in the future. According to Social Media 
Today, 12 new active mobile social users are added every second, equaling 1 
million per day. As the number of people using social media grows, and brands 
increasingly market their content on social, it becomes more important than ever 
to be able to get through the noise. 

Content that is personalized by employees and tailored to personal networks is a 
significant addition to companies’ content marketing efforts, and one that can be 
made easier with Employee Advocacy technology. 

Employee Advocacy & 
Better Content Marketing 
Efforts 



Trusted by world’s leading brands

Smarp is an internal content hub designed 
to keep employees engaged and informed 

through internal knowledge sharing. Smarp 
also functions as an external sharing platform, 
enabling Employee Advocacy and improving 
employer branding, personal branding, talent 

acquisition and social selling. 

Smarp is intuitive and easy to use, and our 
gamification feature makes content sharing 
fun and rewarding. Since 2011, Smarp has 

helped hundreds of organizations and their 
employees to humanize their brand and make 
knowledge sharing simple and powerful. Are 

you next?

About Smarp

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT SMARP

Check Features or Start Free Trial

https://www.smarp.com/features/?utm_campaign=Sales%20Support%20Materials&utm_source=How_Employee_Advocacy_Boosts_Content_Marketing&utm_medium=PDF
https://resources.smarp.com/free-trial?utm_campaign=Sales%20Support%20Materials&utm_source=How_Employee_Advocacy_Boosts_Content_Marketing&utm_medium=PDF

